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SHAHIN

LIKE A CLOUD

The Shahin lamp is our take on the clean classic white 
pendant and table lamp. We have mixed the most 
popular elements of lighting into one by using glass 
and polished brass.

With a feminine ease the light is floating from the core 
of the lamp and sheds a soft diffuse light.



SHAHIN

Shahin XL
Brushed gold // Black
H: 39 x W: 12 x D: 13 cm

Shahin
Brushed gold // Black

H: 25 x Ø5 cm

Shahin Table
Brushed gold // Black

D: 14 x Ø84 cm

Collection Over view



SHAHIN

PRODUCT FACTS

Description
The Shahin Series is consisting of two pendant lamps 
and one table lamp. The design is clean and modern, 
with a nice and calm lighting. The three variations of 
the lamp make the series usable for both smaller and 
larger surroundings.

Designer / Year Of Design
Design by Us / 2019

Material
Mouth blown glass, brass and textile cord.

Construction
The lamp is build up on a brass rod with various glass 
shades. The bulbs are covered beind the opal glass 
and the table lamps stands on a brass base.
Shahin XL pendant requires 5 bulbs, while the Shahin 
pendant and the Shahin Table requires 3 bulbs.

Maintenance
Use a dry cloth to dust of the lamp. For further 
cleaning use a soft non-abrasive cloth with warm 
water - wipe with a clean soft lintfree cloth.

Classification
Class II

Ip rating
IP20



SHAHIN

Voltage
220 - 240V

Frequency
50/60Hz

Socket
E14

Canopy
Metal canopy in white

Max load
40W

Cord
Pendants: 2,5m white textile cord
Table lamp: 1,5 m white textile cord with switch

Light source recommended
Art No.: 50017 - Arbitrary Ø45 - milky
Power: 2,5W LED bulb
CCT: 2700K
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